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EE8402 TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION 
UNIT I TRANSMISSION LINE PARAMETERS 

1. Explain the structure of electric power system in detail. 

2. Derive an expression to find the loop inductance of single phase overhead transmission line 

3. Derive the expression for the inductance of each line when the conductors are symmetrical 

and unsymmetrical placed 

4. Find the inductance per phase per km of double circuit three phase line shown in fig. The line is 

completely transposed and operated at a frequency of 50 Hz. r =6mm 

5. Derive an expression for capacitance of three phase symmetrically and  unsymmetrically 

spaced but completely transposed conductors. 

6. Determine the capacitance and charging current per unit length of the line when the 

arrangement of the conductor is shown in below figure. The line is completely transposed and 

diameter is 15mm and operating voltage is 220 kV. 

UNIT II MODELLING AND PERFORMANCE OF TRANSMISSION LINES 
1. Deduce the expression for (a) %regulation (b) ABCD parameters of a medium transmission 

line represented in nominal  and nominal T configuration 

2. Perform the analysis of long transmission lines using RIGOROUS method. 

3. Explain the various factors affecting the corona loss and state its advantages and 

disadvantages. 

4. Derive the expressions for the real and reactive power flow through transmission lines. 

5. Explain the flowing with respect to corona (i) corona (ii) effects (iii) disruptive critical 

voltage (iv) visual critical voltage (v) corona power loss. 

6. Problems on short , medium and long transmission lines 

 

UNIT III MECHANICAL DESIGN OF LINES 
1. Explain the testing methods for insulators. 

2. Explain the different methods of improving the string efficiency 

3. What are the properties of insulators? Also briefly explain about types of  insulators. Draw the 

schematic diagram 

4. Deduce an approximate expression for sag in overhead lines when (i) supports are at equal 

levels. (ii) Supports are at unequal levels (iii) Effect of wind and ice loading. 

5. Problems on sag and tension in overhead transmission lines 

6. Problems in insulators to find out string efficiency 

UNIT IV UNDER GROUND CABLES 
1. Construction of single core and 3 core cables  

2.  Insulation resistance , capacitance and electrostatic stress of a single core cable 

3.  Capacitance of a single core and 3 core cables  

4. Grading of cables  

5. Dc cables, heating of cables, power factor of cables  

6.  Problems on cables 

 



 

UNIT V DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 
1. Define FACTS  and explain the basic types of FACTS controllers. 

2. Explain the various types of HVDC links and difference between HVDC & EHVAC 

3. Explain the methods of neutral grounding.  

4. Describe the different types of substation layouts and explain GIS.  

5.  Explain the methods of voltage control. 

6. Explain the following (i) Uniformly loaded distributor fed at one end (ii) Uniformly loaded 

distributor fed at both ends (iii) DC distributor fed at one end-concentrated loading. (iv) DC 

distributor fed at both ends- concentrated loading.  (v) voltage drop (vi) power loss  

7. Problems in ac and dc distribution 
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